
* CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: There are five basic
strands in Elementary Mathematics: Number Sense and
Numeration, Measurement, Geometry & Spatial Sense,
Patterning & Algebra, and Data Management & Probability

*CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS:
Social Studies, Diversity, World
Culture.

This fast-paced, rollicking musical takes a
joyous around the world tour of the dances,
songs and stories from Christmas, Hanukkah,
Kwanzaa and many more. Students will sing,
clap and tap along as they learn new and old
traditions, customs and folklore that instill the
magic of the season. This wonderful jubilee
creates a memorable and heart-warming
experience that celebrates the true spirit of
cultural diversity. Now in its 22nd consecutive
year of touring!

When two failing math students, Algie &
Bree take a trip to an enchanted museum,
anything can happen. (song-Endless
Possibilities) Suddenly, a broken down math
exhibit called “The Brain” comes to life and
the excitement begins! Weaving in the 5
basic strands of elementary mathematics,
this multi-media musical proves how
throughout civilization, math has led the way
in every facet of our history. (title song-
Numbers Don’t Lie) Filled with fun audience
participation activities like “Pollution
Solution” and “The Tap Measure”, Algie &
Bree can’t wait to get back to the classroom
and share their new-found knowledge. In the
rousing finale, “Math Rules”, the students
learn that from sports to science, medicine to
music, math is necessary in every part of our
lives.



Chi-Town Transit Authority is an 8-piece Chicago
Tribute band based out of Atlanta. They are dedicated to reproducing the

“Chicago” concert experience complete with the classic horns section and
smooth vocals. By covering over 4 decades of famous hits written and

recorded by Chicago, this band will truly make you “Smile!”

Stages Productions magical tale of The Frog Prince
comes to life with its timeless lessons of
compassion, keeping promises, and true beauty.
This powerful musical cleverly mixes these vital
themes with great songs, comedy, dancing, and
just enough romance to create a memorable
experience for the whole family. Join the
Enchanted Frog, the Beautiful Princess, and the
Entire Kingdom as they learn that “You can’t judge
a book by its cover, and you can’t judge a frog by
his warts!”

*CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: Virtue,
Honesty, Prejudice

Born bigger and different than the other hatchlings, the
ugly duckling is ridiculed by his brothers and sisters,
rejected by the other ducks, and eventually shunned by
the entire barnyard. The little bird leaves home,
embarking on a rollicking journey through hecklers,
hunters, and hilarious hi-jinks only to discover that the
beauty he was seeking was inside him all along. For over
two centuries, Hans Christian Andersen’s “The Ugly
Duckling” has been a childhood favorite all over the
world. Now Stages Productions revives the classic tale in
a brand new musical which is sure to please the entire
family.

*CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: Bullying,Friendship, Diversity

Jack’s back with his unique and always joyful way of
reminding children and adults alike that learning can be
both active and loads of fun! Featuring a mix of both
well known favorites and exciting new material, Jack will
have everyone on their feet while practicing the basics of
counting, language arts and social skills. Jack’s good
nature is infectious as are his original songs. You’ll be
singing along both during the show and for a long time
after!

*CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS:
Language Arts, Health and Nutrition, Self-
Control, Music

THE KINGS OF QUEEN has received National attention as one of the very few elite
Queen tribute bands. Lead vocalist Emo Alaeddin’s vocal tone and range are
unparalleled. Blessed with an abundance of musicality and stage presence, not to
mention a striking resemblance to Freddie Mercury, Emo almost single-handedly
recreates the experience of attending a live Queen performance. The Kings of Queen’s
commitment to work with only the finest musicians and vocalists in the industry and to
never use backing tracks puts this group in a class by itself. Plus, the authentic
costumes and staging add to the magic. After all, when it comes to stepping into the
shoes of the greatest rockstar ever to walk the earth, covering every base is of the
utmost importance!

https://pascocfa.seatyourself.biz


